
YA MUSTAPHA – A SONG YOU SHOULD KNOW

by Kat Lebo

Here’s a dance Song You Should Know! It’s an all time favorite of belly dancers the world
over: Ya Mustapha. This fun song has multiple lyrics in multiple languages from multiple
countries -- my favorite article about it is by the Swiss dancer Meissoun Gasser for the online
BD magazine: The Gilded Serpent:
http://www.gildedserpent.com/art32/messiounMustafa.htm

My personal favorite version of this song is part of George Abdo's 11+ minute show routine
called "Raks Mustapha." This one, which is sung in French and some Arabic, contains one
of my favorite mondgreens. You may have heard me talk about it (and if not, ask me). Here's
a shortened version of that dance set: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4bwsgY2dBM

This one is a modern redo (I have it on a CD called The Renaissance of Arabic Classics). It's
basically Mustapha for clubbing.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEre9erFOL0

From Ishtar Alabina: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ygMFn9l54b8 I’m not sure what the
video has to do with the content of the song, but perhaps he’s cooking with pomodoro
(tomato sauce)!

From the middle of the last century, Bob Azzam’s version from a Swiss TV show:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRTt9dtuvr0

This funky brass and guitar version is fun: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otcpThCDozk

In this version from the Coke Studios, Mohamed Hamaki and Jay Sean work together for an
R&B fusion: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9T4hpzB_fHQ

And here we have a Bollywood version! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CO98j73RIhE

Some more info on this song here on the Shira.net site:
http://www.shira.net/music/lyrics/ya-mustapha.htm

Whether Ya Mustapha is used for dancing, listening, or featured in the movies – wherever
this song appears, fun is had!

Yes, this song has indeed taken the world by storm. How many single songs do you know
that could inspire a whole album by a diverse group of artists?
http://rateyourmusic.com/.../variou.../think_about_mustapha/ And, yes, some of them do not
bear even the slightest resemblance to the song we all know (or should by now) and love!
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